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Abstract
Cloud computing is the distribution of computing resources over the Internet. A shared pool of resources, including data storage
space, computer processing power and applications are provided by Cloud computing. In spite of being attractive, it challenges
with new security threats when it comes to deploying an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in Cloud environment. It requires a lot
of time to process the Cloud dataset and produce proper classiﬁcation strategy. A Penalty-Reward based instance selection method
to reduce the Cloud dataset is proposed here. Using this method all the noisy and boundary instances are removed from the training
dataset. After that Reverse Nearest Neighbor Reduction (RNNR) method is applied on the remaining instances to select all relevant
instances from them. This helps to reduce the training time as well as to produce better classiﬁcation accuracy for IDS.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Cloud computing has brought a revolution in the software industry by using Internet technology and services1. The
users who have an active Internet connection can take the advantage of Cloud computing by storing and processing
data over the Internet2. Cloud computing is also referred to as utility computing or on-demand computing because
computing resources are made available to the users as needed3. The major advantage of Cloud computing is,
it requires low initial cost, as computational resources are rented except purchasing it4. Here the resources are supplied
by third party providers. These resources can be accessed by users through Internet on a pay-as-you-use basis5. The
users have to pay only for what they use. But the main disadvantage of Cloud computing is, as the Cloud application is
growing day by day, the chances of intrusion also increases6. Whenever we are within a network, anytime an intrusion
may occur. Three fundamental things should be provided by the Cloud security system: Conﬁdentiality, Integrity and
Assurance. While some protection is provided by ﬁrewall, full protection is not assured7. That is why an Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) is needed to provide higher security in Cloud applications. An IDS is a software application
or a device which can identify an intrusion and alert the system administrator about it. It usually looks for attack
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signatures or patterns, which generally indicate suspicious activity. IDS are mainly of two types: Host based Intrusion
Detection System (HIDS) and Network based Intrusion Detection System (NIDS). HIDS runs on individual host on
a network and it is mainly a software based IDS. NIDS can be placed on some strategic locations or points within
a network and it is made upon some hardware devices along with software application and is also operating system
independent8. There exist a huge number of algorithms to detect an intrusion within a host or an entire network.
To detect an intrusion at ﬁrst the IDS should be trained with any of the existing algorithms. After training, it gathers
the knowledge of how an intrusion occurs. After that whenever a packet comes inside a network from outside, then
IDS can decide that the packet contains an intrusion or not, based on the previous knowledge. If the packet does not
contain intrusion then it allows the packet to come inside that network, but if it detects an intrusion then it rejects
the packet and alerts the network administrator (for NIDS) or the user (for HIDS)9. A dataset is required to train the
IDS for applying some Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining algorithms10 and gather knowledge from it. For this
purpose, knowledge discovery and data mining is growing rapidly in Cloud environment. But if the dataset is very
large then it becomes a time consuming process to analyze the whole dataset and gain knowledge from it. Therefore
large dataset needs to be reduced for saving power and computation time11. Since time is a very important factor
for real time environment such as Cloud. Computers are becoming powerful every day, but it does not matter how
much powerful it will be in the near future; it is important to consider how to manage ever growing large datasets and
analyze them. To manage the data explosion issue, there are different approaches and algorithms available. But mainly
this issue can be solved through data reduction. By using instance or tuple selection algorithms12 a subset of data can
be selected from the large dataset that can give full knowledge of the large dataset. That means instance selection
is directly related to data reduction and becomes one of the important factors in most of the Cloud applications due
to the need for day to day processing efﬁciency and storage efﬁciency. At the time of selecting instances, noise or
outlier should also be removed. If a dataset contains noise then it will decrease the classiﬁcation accuracy13. In case
of Cloud dataset there are lots of instances available and all the instances have several attributes or features. To reduce
the dataset the number of features can also be reduced14. In this paper the authors have mainly focused on the task of
instance or tuple selection. This paper does not cover feature selection as several algorithms already exist. This paper
consists of two phases. In the ﬁrst phase the authors have proposed an algorithm to remove the noisy instances from
the dataset and then Reverse Nearest Neighbor Reduction (RNNR)15 algorithm is performed to ﬁnd the ﬁnal reduced
subset. This subset can be used for classiﬁcation purposes while producing higher classiﬁcation accuracy.
2. Related Work
In the Cloud environment many types of attack can be possible. There exists a number of Intrusion Detection
System to classify the whole range of attack properly. Lombardi and Pietro16 discussed about increasing security
of Cloud resources. In their work they showed how to increase security using virtualization by protecting the guest
virtual machines and the Cloud infrastructure components. Bloem et al.17 proposed a resource allocation problem
in IDS. In their algorithm they optimized the system administrator’s time for response to attack. They used Neural
Network and Linear Programming optimization tools. To reduce the size of the training set Hart proposed Condensed
Nearest Neighbor Rule (CNN)18. Their algorithm randomly selects one instance belonging to each output class from
the training set T and put them in a subset S. Then every instance in T is classiﬁed using only the instances which
are present in S. If an instance is misclassiﬁed, then it will be added to S. It ensures that misclassiﬁed instances will
be classiﬁed correctly later. Their algorithm showed special sensitivity to noise, because usually noisy instances are
misclassiﬁed by their neighbors, but noisy instances are retained in the subset S. Gates proposed Reduced Nearest
Neighbor Rule (RNN)19 to modify the CNN algorithm. He starts with S = T and removes each instance belonging
to S, if removing that instance does not cause any other instances in T to be misclassiﬁed. The process continues until
all the instances present in S are processed. At the end of that algorithm it produces a reduced subset S. As the removed
instances are not guaranteed to be classiﬁed correctly, so that algorithm removes noisy instances and internal instances
also, but keeps border points. By their modiﬁed algorithm it was possible to remove noisy instances which were not
possible in the previous algorithm. Ritter et al. extended the CNN method in their Selective Nearest Neighbor Rule
(SNN)20 for greater reduction in the training set size and also getting higher accuracy. In their algorithm every member
present in T must be closer to a member of S for the same class rather than to a member of T for a different class but
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excluding S. Applying the above condition it will deﬁnitely produce a minimal subset than CNN. By their algorithm
they further reduced training set and achieved higher accuracy than CNN. But their method does not overcome the
noise sensitivity. Wilson developed Editing algorithm21 which removes instances that satisﬁes the editing rule. All the
instances which are misclassiﬁed by their nearest neighbor are considered as noisy instances, so they can be removed.
The instances are classiﬁed by the majority of their K-nearest neighbors. This removes noisy instances as well as close
border points, so it leaves smoother decision boundaries. It also keeps all internal points. Classiﬁcation accuracy had
been improved by using the edited set rather than the actual and unﬁltered dataset. Later Tomek extended Wilson’s
algorithm with two new methods: Repeated Wilson Editing and All K-NN22. Repeated Wilson Editing is similar to
Wilson Editing as described above. Only it is performed repeatedly until the rule is not carried out for any more
instances. That algorithm produced greater noise detection when more than one noise was present locally. All K-NN
method of editing is similar to Repeated Wilson Editing, value of K is increased for every iteration, though it still
retains internal points. Main drawback of Wilson Editing scheme was that, it works ﬁne when small amount of noise
is present. If the noise is high then the noisy instances will be correctly classiﬁed by other noisy instances. Thus it
makes unable to remove noise from the dataset. Cesar et al. proposed their Democratic instance selection method23
by performing several rounds of instance selection using any existing method on subset of the original dataset. They
introduced a voting scheme to combine all rounds of instance selection. As the method was applied on the subset
of the original dataset, the execution time of the process was effectively reduced. Blachnik developed Ensembles of
instance selection method24 for greater compression of the large dataset. He used existing instance selection methods
CNN and Edited nearest neighbor rule and placed these methods in a loop, where each iterations of the algorithm acts
on a different subset of the original dataset. At the end of that algorithm it also achieved a higher accuracy. Dai and
Shu proposed their Reverse Nearest Neighbor Reduction (RNNR)15 technique by collecting some samples of all the
instances present in the dataset. Their method takes less amount of processing time as iterative scanning is not required.
Their algorithm comprises of three versions: RNNR-AL0 (Absorption, Larger than Zero), RNNR-AL1 (Absorption,
Larger than One) and RNNR-L1 (selecting all, Larger than One). In our proposed algorithm, we have used RNNR-L1
for selecting samples from all the instances.
3. Dataset Description
In our paper we have used NSL-KDD dataset for our experimental purpose. This dataset is the modiﬁed version
of original KDD dataset. There are four components25 in the NSL-KDD dataset. The components are KDDTrain+,
KDDTest+, 20% KDDTraining+ and KDDTest-21. Here we have used one training dataset (KDDTrain+) and one
testing dataset (KDDTest+) which contains 125,973 instances and 22,544 instances respectively. Both the dataset
contains 41 features and two class divisions: normal and attack. These features can be classiﬁed into four different
categories:
• Basic features: Basic features have been derived from TCP/IP connection.
• Content features: Content features use domain knowledge to access the payload of the original TCP packets.
• Time-based trafﬁc features: Time-based trafﬁc features captures those features which are mature over a 2
seconds temporal window.
• Host-based trafﬁc features: Host-based trafﬁc features are designed to access all attacks which span longer than
2 seconds interval and have the same destination host as the current connection.
KDD-Train+ dataset contain huge number of records. As a result if that dataset is used for training purpose, it will
take a lot of time. To decrease the training time and maintain accuracy, a reduced training dataset is proposed in our
paper.
4. Proposed Model
A huge number of databases are needed to be maintained in Cloud. Time and space complexity is very high to
process these huge amounts of data. In order to reduce the time as well as space complexity and to maintain the
accuracy, datasets should be reduced. Presence of some noisy instances in the training dataset may cause impairment
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of our Proposed Model. Fig. 2. Steps to Find Reduced Training
Dataset from KDDTrain+ Dataset.
of classiﬁcation accuracy at the time of testing. So, our main goal is to reduce the number of instances presents in the
training dataset while producing same or more accuracy than the original training set and diminish the noisy instances
as much as possible. For this purpose, in this paper we have proposed an instance selection procedure which reduces
the number of noisy instances as well as some boundary instances and produces a reduced training set. In our proposed
model at ﬁrst we have applied our Penalty-Reward based method to reduce noise from the original dataset. After
that, Reverse Nearest Neighbor Reduction (RNNR) method is applied to collect relevant records from the dataset for
training purpose. Figure 1 shows the ﬂow of our proposed method.
Before applying the proposedmethod, Preprocessing and Normalization are used on the datasets. As we are working
with NSL-KDD dataset and some features of the dataset contains non-numeric values, preprocessing is required to
convert those non-numeric values into numeric values. The next problem is that, some features of the NSL-KDD
dataset have discrete as well as continuous values which make the range of the feature values be different. To solve this
problem, normalization is performed on this dataset using min-max normalization. After performing normalization,
the datasets can be used for experiment purpose.
In the proposed method, for experiment purpose two extra datasets Safe and Temp are used. After ﬁnding the
effectiveness of each instance, using the proposed Penalty-Reward based algorithm, Temp datasets contains all the
instances seem to be noisy and other instances should be kept in Safe. By using penalties and rewards, we are actually
keeping track of all the instances and detecting the actual noisy instances among them. Figure 2 shows all the steps to
ﬁnd the Reduced training set from the KDDTrain+ dataset.
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At ﬁrst we calculate the K -nearest neighbors for each and every instances present in the NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset.
To calculate the distance between two instances, we have used the Euclidean distance function. It is deﬁned as:
E(x, y) =
√√√√
m∑
i=1
(xi − yi )2 (1)
where x and y are deﬁned as two input vectors, m is the total number of input attributes, xi and yi are the input values
for input attribute i . We have used this function in our dataset because all the input attributes are numeric and they
comprise approximately equal range of width.
For each instance, we should take a decision to put it either in Safe dataset or in Temp dataset. Our decision rule is
as follows:
For each instance Xa ,
1) Find out the K -nearest neighbor of Xa among {X1, X2, . . . , Xa−1, Xa+1, . . . , XN }. Where ais the index number
of a particular instance and N is the total number of instances present in the dataset.
2) Count the number of instances among the K -nearest neighbors which have the class Ca and store the result into
Ta . Where Ca is the class associated with Xaand Ta is a temporary variable for Xa .
3) If Ta ≥ θ , then place Xa into Safe dataset, else place Xa into Temp dataset. Here θ is a threshold value.
Along with this procedure, another thing is to ﬁnd the effectiveness of each instances of the dataset. For each
instance, reward is given for those instances belong same class of it and penalize those instances belong different class
of it. After that effectiveness of every instance should be calculated by the equation given below.
Effectiveness of an instance =
∑
Reward of that instance −
∑
Penalty of that instance
Instances having negative effectiveness are supposed to be noisy instances. That means using our Penalty-Reward
based method, all the noisy instances can be selected. Then all the selected noisy instances should be deleted from both
of the Safe and Temp datasets. After performing this step if the Temp dataset becomes empty, delete the Temp dataset
as well as NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset and terminate the algorithm. Only keep the Safe dataset for further operations.
But if the Temp is not empty, all the selected noisy instances should be deleted from NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset. Again
proper decision should be taken for all the instances present in Temp. This process may cause some instances move
from Temp to Safe. Because already noisy instances have been removed from dataset, the chances of misclassiﬁcation
by noisy instances are no longer present.
For each instance Xb in Temp,
1) Find out the corresponding instance Xa in the NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset. As Temp ⊆ NSL-KDD-Train+.
2) Find out the K -nearest neighbor of Xa among {X1, X2, . . . , Xa−1, Xa+1, . . . , XM }. Where a is the index number
of a particular instance and M is the total number of instances now present in NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset.
3) Count the number of instances among the K -nearest neighbors which have the class Ca and store the result into
Ta . Where Ca is the class associated with Xa and Ta is a temporary variable for Xa .
4) If Ta ≥ θ , then move Xb into Safe dataset. Here θ is a threshold value.
After performing this process, Temp and NSL-KDD-Train+ datasets should be deleted. Finally Safe dataset should
be kept for further operations because this dataset becomes noise free. Here Penalty and Reward are not given to any
instances as the noisy instances are no longer presents in the dataset.
After applying the above algorithm, all the noisy and boundary instances are removed from the dataset. In the next
phase the Safe dataset is divided into C number of partitions {Safe1, Safe2, . . . , SafeC }, where C is the number of
classes presents in the Safe dataset. Here for each dataset, all the instances belong to the same class. After that, Reverse
Nearest Neighbor Reduction (RNNR) method is applied on each dataset. A Reverse Nearest Neighbor (RNN) of an
instance I, is to ﬁnd all the other instances for which I is their nearest neighbour. This algorithm selects some instances
which can represent other instances in the same class. So, this method will reduce lots of instances from each dataset.
After applying RNNR method on each dataset, all the reduced sets should be merged to get the ﬁnal reduced dataset.
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After producing the reduced dataset, it can be applied on any existing classiﬁcation method to check the classiﬁcation
accuracy. Here we have used Neural Network (NN) as a classiﬁer.
Our proposed algorithm is given below:
Input: NSL-KDD-Train+ Dataset.
Output: Reduced Dataset.
Steps:
1. Initialize Safe and Temp dataset.
2. Calculate K-nearest neighbor Ka for each instance Xa in NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset.
3. For each instance Xa , calculate Ta as the number of neighbors belonging in same class as Xa
If Ta ≥ θ , insert Xa into Safe else into Temp.
4. Calculate effectiveness for each instance Xa .
5. Select all the instances whose effectiveness is negative and delete them from Safe and Temp.
6. If Temp becomes empty then goto step 9 else goto step 7.
7. Delete all the selected instances from NSL-KDD-Train+ and calculate K-nearest neighbors for all the instances
in Temp.
8. For each instance Xa in Temp, calculate Ta as the number of neighbors belonging in same class as Xa
If Ta ≥ θ , insert Xa into Safe.
9. Delete Temp and NSL-KDD-Train+ datasets.
10. Divide the Safe dataset into C partitions (C is the number of classes in Safe).
11. To select samples from Safe dataset apply RNNR algorithm on each of the partitions.
12. Combine all the selected instances from each of the partitions, to get the desired Reduced dataset.
13. End.
5. Performance
To secure all the Cloud data, an efﬁcient Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is required for classifying all the attacks.
To classify all the attacks from normal behaviour an appropriate training is required. If the IDS are not trained properly,
its accuracy will decrease. The presence of huge number of noisy instances in the training dataset cause much more
training time and impairment of classiﬁcation accuracy. In this paper, NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset are used for training
purpose. Using our proposed algorithm a number of noisy instances are deleted from the NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset
and an effective Reduced training set is generated.
The proposed algorithm is designed in two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, Penalty-Reward based method is applied on the
NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset to select and remove all the noisy instances. In the second phase RNNR method is applied
to select valid samples. After applying our proposed algorithm an efﬁcient reduced training dataset are created which
contain 31,354 numbers of record and it takes very less time to train.
In our model, Neural Network is used as a classiﬁer. Here the Neural Network is a Multi-Layer-Perceptron (MLP)
with sigmoid activation in each layer. At ﬁrst Neural Network is trained using original NSL-KDD-Train+ dataset
and applied for classiﬁcation using NSL-KDD-Test+ dataset which produced 77.027% accuracy. After that Neural
Network is trained again using our reduced dataset and again applied for classiﬁcation using NSL-KDD-Test+ dataset
which produced 78.526% accuracy. In the second case, better result is produced. Confusion matrices for both the cases
are given below:
The True Positive Rate (Sensitivity) of Table 1 and Table 2 are 61.47% and 64.14% respectively. Sensitivity shows
that our proposed model is able to detect attacks more efﬁciently. Figure 3 shows the t-SNE plot of Reduced dataset.
t-SNE is used for visualizing high dimensional data by giving each data points in two or three dimensional map.
In t-SNE all the similar data points are represented by nearby points and dissimilar data points are represented by
distance points. Euclidean distance is used for representing the similarity metric.
To check the performance of our proposed IDS, we also train different classiﬁers like Adaboost, Random Forest
using KDDTrain+ and Reduced dataset separately. Then we test the classiﬁcation accuracy using KDDTest+ dataset.
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Table 1. Confusion matrix for testing data
(trained by KDDTrain+).
Attack Normal
Attack 7888 4945
Normal 234 9477
Table 2. Confusion matrix for testing data
(trained by reduced train set).
Attack Normal
Attack 8231 4602
Normal 239 9472
Fig. 3. t-SNE plot of Reduced Dataset. Fig. 4. Classiﬁcation Accuracy using Different Classiﬁers on separate
Datasets.
In every case we got satisfactory results. Classiﬁcation results using different classiﬁers on separate datasets are
depicted in Fig. 4.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an approach for instance selection from large dataset usually used in case of Cloud
environment. Through our proposed selection method, we have achieved less training time and more storage efﬁciency.
We applied our algorithm on NSL-KDD dataset and successfully reduced it to nearly one-fourth of it. In the ﬁrst phase
of our algorithm we have removed noisy as well as boundary instances and created a noiseless dataset. In the next
phase we have applied Reverse Nearest Neighbor Reduction (RNNR) method on the noiseless dataset and selected
all the relevant instances from them to generate a Reduced dataset. In classiﬁcation phase the Reduced dataset gives
better accuracy for the observed classiﬁer. Thus here we have implemented an effective data reduction technique by
which a fast and more accurate IDS can be generated in Cloud environment.
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